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Kastellorizo (also, Megisti) is Greece’s easternmost island. Measuring a mere five square 

miles, Megisti is the smallest of the Greek Dodecanese islands. Megisti has the bad 

geographical luck of lying one short mile from the Anatolian coast and the Turkish coastal 

town of Kaş. Kastellorizo has approximately 250 permanent inhabitants, a population that 

increases by a few added hundred during the summer tourist season. It is often quoted as the 

little forgotten corner of Greece.  

Suddenly, however, on February 18-19, 2016, Kastellorizo’s population shot up by an 

additional 900. Where did these uninvited “visitors” come from in the middle of the winter?  

They all arrived, via the vastly lucrative criminal syndicate called the Turkish Human 

Smuggler Express, from the Anatolian coast, where several hundred additional such 

“irregular” but high-paying customers have been corralled by the Turkish smuggler gangs and 

prepare to embark for the short hop to Kastellorizo. 

While Europe’s leaders fussed over, haggled with, and anxiously stroked British Prime 

Minister David Cameron, in a breathless effort to stop the second largest European economy 

from using a concessions-or-else parachute to bail out of the stuttering EU rickety machine, 

bankrupt and broken Greece was, again, the darkening footnote in European affairs. That one 

of her islands was literally being invaded and overrun by proxy from the Turkish coast 

caused not even a momentary blip on the “European solidarity” radar screen. 

This latest aggression by the Islamic regime of Turkish president Erdogan delivers yet 

another blinding example of the scourge that is called Turkey.  

Kastellorizo February 2016 is only the latest tragic fiasco in decades of Turkish military 

provocations in the Aegean; persistent efforts to stir separatist trouble among the Greek 

Moslem minority in Thrace; constant diplomatic agitation and strong-arming the lethargic 

Europeans with the aim of abrogating the 1923 Lausanne Treaty that bars all Turkish claims 
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upon the Aegean Sea; and Turkish efforts to destabilize the whole of Christian Europe by 

pushing millions of Moslem “refugees” and “irregular migrants,” coming from as far as 

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, the Soudan, and Somalia, upon the more affluent European 

“union” countries with results such as this. 

Despite all this uninhibited “friendliness” and “cooperation” on Ankara’s part, Turkey 

continues going unmolested by the West. It took Erdogan’s wild, dangerous, and 

unpredictable actions in Syria, his genocidal assault upon independence-seeking Kurds, and 

his not-too-veiled support of Islamic terrorist fanatics fighting the Damascus regime, to 

somehow shake Western politicians out of their self-imposed slumber over Turkey’s 

murderous antics. 

But even the mad Turkish action of shooting out of the sky a Russian warplane in November 

2015, over an alleged 17-second “violation” of Turkish air space, did not move the West from 

its rock-solid support of a borderline fundamentalist Islamic regime threatening regional, but 

also world, peace – with NATO and Western “leaders” expressing their immediate, 

hypocritical solidarity to our “allies” in Ankara vis-à-vis the war mongering Russian 

(unreformed Bolshevik) Bear. 

Against this backdrop, it is now a common, if thinly protected, secret that the European 

“union” is happy with the evolving project of turning Greece into Europe’s septic sinkhole 

tasked with serving as the country-sized Balkan cesspool to hold the masses of unwanted 

humanity pushing across Asia and Africa to reach the European Eldorado, with Turkey 

serving as their travel agent, freewheeling agent provocateur, base camp manager, smuggler 

organizer, cartel boss,  and terrorist penetration enabler.  

Turkish aggression by migrant proxy, instead of serving as the deafening klaxon for waking 

up the West to clamp down on Erdogan has drawn only pitiable kowtowing on the part of 

even the all-powerful German chancellor, Mrs. Merkel, who has had the providential 

revelation that shuttling between Berlin and Ankara could “save” Europe from its self-

inflicted, politically correct, and “multicultural” festering open wound called “Moslem illegal 

migration.” 

In this schizophrenic setting, Greece is threatened with being finally pulverized as an 

independent Orthodox country. Having abandoned her sovereignty in the hands of EU 

cabals, committees, commission presidents, councils, and potentates, not to mention lender 

vultures and their supporting “international monetary stability” organizations, like the IMF 

and the ECB, acting as unfettered and all-encompassing legal outlaws, Greece is on a fatal 

downward spiral. The deathly Greek complacency has moved even Pravda to wonder about 

the cause of the “silence of the Greek lambs” in the face of naked Turkish aggression.  

Needless to say, the “Greek lambs” Russian questions do attract the attention of some, but not 

many, in the West as well. Those few who might be wondering among Greece’s “partners’ 

and allies’,” however, have the exact opposite reaction to that of the ugly Russians: the 

prevailing motto among our “friends” is “let sleeping dogs lie” since Greece is so hopelessly 

suicidal that it is “positive” to have her around as the cushion to absorb the bulk of the 
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constant Turkish belligerence and pathological aggression in the interest of “alliance integrity 

and stability.” 

One is thus forced to wonder: who is the ugliest of the two, the abominable Russian, working 

nonstop like good ole Adolf Hitler, as we are often reminded by erudite Western leaders, or 

Greece’s nasty “ally” that chooses to be a willing pleaser of Ankara’s Islamic neo-Ottomans, 

the very same who make no secret of their views, blood-bathed hopes, and wishes about the 

infidel, corrupt, and prostituted West? 

In Greece, meanwhile, the present calamity has hardly mobilized the incumbent Greek 

government of Mr. Tsipras. Similarly, none of the various former “saviors” of the country, 

most of them revolting opportunists, documented frauds, and casual liars, acting their 

“politician” parts in the penultimate pantomime of the Greek “republic,” have anything to say 

past their usual “Europeanist” poppycock.   

And a final note. 

Before the assorted evangelists of “united” Europe;  the “cool-headed” columnists; the 

wined-and-dined “experts” on the payroll and on call ready to expound, yet again, on how 

Greece could have done so much more if only she could think with a “European” mind, and, 

of course, “globally,” raise their hackles hearing the odd voice calling them out, we say this: 

please, save your breath for puppet shows on Syndicate-owned television, round tables and 

conferences offering lush lunches for a princely admission fee, friendly chats with the 

Brueghelian pagliacci of Greece’s “Europeanist front” or, even better, “constitutionalist 

front,” before, that is, taking yet another sabbatical in order to write the next (largely 

plagiarized from foreign sources) opus on the Greek “crisis.” 

Greece needs this august chorus of counterfeit sages like a deep hole in the head. 

 


